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Contemporary Art in Florence
By Alessio Santiago policarpo - Florence, Italy

Florence is not just the birthplace of the
Renaissance. It is also a city hosting interesting
contemporary art events, which are being more and
more patronizedby public and private, cultural and
municipal institutions. Nevertheless many visitors,
fascinated by the beauty of a great past, are still
unaware that Florence as a place is a catalyst for the
art of our time, both in Italy and. on an international
level.

Every year, millions of people visit Florence to
admire the marvelous works by Giotto, Botticelli and
Leonardo da Vinci at the Uffizi Gallery to enjoy the
wonderful David by Michelangelo ar Galleria
dell'Accademia, to contemplate with their own eves
the original masters of Western art.

www. afttou ri nternational. com

Even in the cradle of the Renaissance there,s a
considerable presence of places where it is possible to
discover contemporary art expressions. An intriguing
example is a location probably still little known ro
foreign visitors: the Museum Marino Marini _ which,
erected inside the deconsecrated church of San
Pancrazio by architects Bruno Sacchi and Lorenzo
Papini, was inaugurated in l9BB. In this museum are
preserved works by one of the most important XX
century artists in Italy: Marino Marini. Born in l90l
in Pistoia (Tuscany) and died in 1980, he worked in
Florence and Milan. At the beginning of the Twenties,
Marini stayed in Paris, where he met leading figures
from the Avant-garde such as picasso, Kandinsky and
De Chirico. He taught in fine art schools in Turin and
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Milan, exposing in several cities. In 1949 one of his

sculptures,IÌangelo della città (The Angel of the
City), was bought by famous American art collector
P.ggy Guggenheim, who loved this work so much that
she placed it in front of her palace in Venice, where

her collection is hosted.

Entering Marino Marini's museum means

penetrating a in dreamy and poetical world of
embodied in fascinating sculptures, among which a

special place is held by his Horsemen - with archaic
features inspired by ancient civilizations - and the

Pomone full-bodied female nude sculptures whose

meditative and suspended expressions recall, with a
hint of melancholy, Cézanne 's Bathers. The visual
and emotional peak of the museum itinerary is to be

experienced in the downstairs area, hosting an
enormous horseman who stands out towards the
dome, where one can discern a ruined Baroque fresco

with saints and angels. In this work horse and man are

violently mingled, as if their fusion had turned into a
hybrid: they seem to syrnbolize the men of our time
and their wish to fulfill a destiny of elevation and ever-

longed-for beauty.

The paintings by Marini are located upstairs.

Beyond the perceivable influences from Picasso and

Matisse, the expressive synthesis of his works reveals,

on the one hand, a stronger elesiacal undertone, on
the other, a lesser degree of cerebral abstraction - a

combination which gives a more "human" effect. The
paint spots on some of his canvas could betray the
influence of Action Painting's dripping technique,

recalling for instance Pollock's style. Marini was

indeed aware of the artistic researches of his time. but

www. arttou ri nternational. com

he assimilated them to create ar '..:' r-; - r
based on a vitalistic world vision. Ii. : , - '' - .
transfigured reality anchored in h:o , ', : r - * "

from the gloomy vision of some à\ rr-r-J-:.' r" ,r.

imbued with a highly lyrical sensidr.:., .

a manifold coloristic intensity. Al.tir.,:,-:.:- :,-

and paintings are closed in a world oi -.:

essential forms, their communicative trr - ::-

enchanting and sometimes touching. ^\ci -: - -
visiting this Florentine museum means s.:l-.: '-

a suggestive and unique experience rvhicir l'.-r.-: --

an enriching journey even for those uào \\:!:--

discover Italian XX century sculpture.

Within a stone's throw from Marino \I.:-:-
Museum, visitors can admire Palazzo Strozzi ^ -
elegant Renaissance palace is currently host i,- -

interesting contemporary art exhibitions, rlh-i,-:- ,: -

be seen at the Strozzina CCC (Contemporar,

Culture's Centre) under the courtyard of the .--.:-,,
building. An exhibition dedicated to the famo,-r. ,:--
Francis Bacon has taken place from October :. - - "

January 2013. In addition to his disquieting p;. :. :
the focus was on some of the most outstandin.
present-day artists, showing videos, photograpi:.. .
installations. Weirdly impressive were three vidr,:,. .

Swedish artist Nathalie Djurberg of which one

consisted in a clay animation showing a rotting
woman's body. I guess this work could be related . -

Post Human Art, a phenomenon dating back to rl:.
last decades of the past century. One theme of thr,

tendency concerns the vulnerability and su{fering - -

body, conceived as a metaphor of present-day

existential crisis. Before the shock generated by suc:- .

vision, one could be asking why, after rrìari1, ce ntllr-:,
where art's goal has been set in spiritual elevation ::.. -

getting free from contingency, an artist feels like

showing us the macabre rendition of an event \\'e .rr:
inclined to dismiss from our lives. At the end of thr.

video the skeleton comes back from death, enterins
into symbiosis with two animals which have taken
possession of the woman's corpse. On the symbolic

level, we are led to argue that the message convete c
by the Swedish artist makes reference to the circle o:
life, to a new life rising from ashes, alluding to a
yearning for regeneration in both society and art. Lr

Djurberg's hands, such a rebirth is depicted with
highly expressive incisiveness. Seen from this
perspective, Bacon's paintings, dating from the 19 

- 
,

and showing disfigured faces and bodies, could be

regarded as a fundamental turning point for some

themes in contemporary art. At the upper floors ol
the same building Palazzo Strozzi - an exhibition
has recent§ taken place, focusing on Cont. )'ext pagt
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Mimmo Paladino's installation, The Great Ring _ Florence, Santa
Croce Square Alessio S. P. @ Copyrights. All rights reserved.

Italian art from the Thirties, the age of Fascism.

Over the last years, masterpieces by De Chirico,
Picasso, surrealists Mir6 and Dali, as rvel1 as by the
American Impressionists, have been displayed in the
same location.

A new and meaningful event in town is
Florens, the International Biennial of Cultural and
Landscape Heritage, an initiative which began in
2010 under the patronage of a private foundation
with the declared purpose of furthering economic
development in the field of cultural heritage. From

3rd to I lth November, on occasion of Florens 2012,
a colossal installation has been realized in Santa
Croce Square by Mimmo Paladino, one of the
leading figures of the Transavantgarde movement in
the late Seventies and Eighties. The Italian artist
arranged there large marble blocks, so as to form a
huge cross where some bronze sculptures were

implanted. In the shape of a shredded human body
recalling on the other hand, a geometric solid (a star
dodecahedron), the resulting vast ring has been

compared by someone to the Star-gate. This
estranging installation attracted a lot of attention and
definitely broke the limits of perceptual habits by
creating a surreal location in an ancient square of
medieval origin.

Contemporary art has entered even a historical
place like Galleria dell'Accademia, famous for

Marini's painting, Florence, Museo Marino Marini. Alessio
Santiago Policarpo @ Copyrights. All rights reserved.

hosting the David by Michelangelo. It was in fact

here that an exhibition entitled Arte torna arte (Art
Turns Back Into Art) took place, showcasing works by

renown personalities such as Yves Klein, Fabro,

Michelangelo Pistoletto, Louise Bourgeois,

Duchamp, and Andy Warhol. Despite their diverging
creative orientations, these artists share amongst

other aspects a certain interest in Renaissance art)

which they have to some extent revisited and

reinterpreted each in his own way.

Not to forget the ongoing efibitions atPalazzo

Medici Riccardi, hosting Dali's sculptures, rare

graphics, glass objects and original colleges, and the

Cindy Sherman's pictures solo show at Museo Gucci.

Notwithstanding the success of these events,

Florence has still a long way to go to compete in
contemporary art, the most embarrassing burden
being the comparison with an immense heritage from
its past. Art has now become a universal
phenomenon, whose principal protagonists are the

USA, Europe and emergent Asian countries, among

which China. Anyhow, Italy has still a lot to say in
this field. This country should indeed recover a

significant role, given the primacy it has maintained
for centuries in shaping and feeding the critical
debate on visual arts. !


